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A Look Back At Over 50 Years of Leadership from our CEO Ron Lalli.

A True Leader of Industry
Litron’s CEO Ron Lalli
In addition to starting Litron 18 years ago and
continuing to be the active CEO, Ron has built many
extremely successul businesses over the past 53
years. His leadership and forethought has allowed
each of those companies to grow and evolve into
industry leaders in their respective markets.
Here’s a look back at Ron’s professional history and
why Litron and others are proud to call him CEO.

Co-Founder of EBTEC

EBTEC was one of the first Electron Beam Welding
and Laser sub-contracting facilities in the country
serving all of the major aerospace, medical
and micro-electronic industries in addition to
manufacturing Laser and EB Welding Systems.

Co-Founder of Belt Technologies

Belt Technologies Inc. was an outgrowth of EBTEC
and the first company to build in the Agawam
Regional Industrial Park. BELT Technologies
manufactures metal tapes and belts used in a wide
range of industries for the transporting of materials.

Co-Founder Energy Beam Services Inc.

Energy Beam Services, Inc. was also an outgrowth of
EBTEC, located in the Belt Technologies building in
Agawam. Energy Beam Sciences is a manufacturer of
filaments and apertures used in the electron beam
microscope industry. EBS served medical research
labs, universities, hospitals and electronics industries.

Co-Founder Texcel Medical
Texcel provided hermetic laser welding and
marking services to the microelectronic, medical
surgical instrument and medical implant
industries.
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Founder & CEO Overhaul Support Services

OSS provided the helicopter industry with the frontend portion of overhaul process, dealing with all of the
main, intermediate and tail gearboxes, main and tail rotor
assemblies and helicopter blade refurbishment.

CEO PTI Industries

PTI provides non-destructive test services, specialized
coatings, precision cleaning, cleanliness testing and
foreign particle cleaning for the medical, aerospace, and
aircraft engine industries. Its Bonded Products Division
is a manufacturer of bonded and composite products for
the aerospace, aircraft and commercial industries. PTI
is an FAA approved overhaul facility for bonded and
composite aircraft engine components and a supplier of
maintenance-free commercial bearings.

A True Mentor

Ron’s leadership goes beyond building companies. Under
his guidance and training, four of his employees have
become executives and presidents of his companies and
four started their own. His guidance for those running
his companies and those who have started there own
continues on to this day.
Thank you for your continued guidance!
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